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FAMILY COURT of Australia - Human Rights violations against OUR children 

The issues are so many: 

Long delays for mediation 

Longer delays for court time 

Frequent deferrals inside the court 

Judges and officials ignorant of the need to fast resolution to save parties time and money, and save our childrens 
pain. 

False allegations are rife (a solicitor told me in her experience it was a Large number of cases) used tactically to gain 
the upper hand for parties inside Family and Magistrates Court – there is no fact checking and parties and their 
lawyers practise this process with impunity – no costs or punishments are dealt out once they have established the 
false nature of complaints – leading to long periods that children are denied access to a loving parent 

All the above buys time for those who wish our children harm by using them as weapons following separation..the 
longer it drags on, the more it costs, the less chance of the targeted parent getting access, and more importantly the 
children access to a loving parent. Children who are kept away from a loving parent are often subjected to Parental 
Alienation, which aligns them with the abuser, leading them to reject the other, safe parent. 

The fix is easy but nobody I know working in the System (note its a SYSTEM not a SERVICE) seems willing to speak up 
and fix the system. 

Easiest fix? Get the judges to enforce court orders. Actually enforce them. Its not happening now. They are so 
commonly ignored; ignoring court orders inflames the conflict inside separation 

Second, and most obvious fix? Automatic 50/50 care on separation - repair the massive power imbalance on 
separation 

False allegations need to be tested inside Criminal Court (especially around DV and sexual abuse) , if found to be 
tactical in nature and false, all costs need to be charged to the offending parties, including jail time in severe cases. 
Genuine offenders need to feel the full weight of the Law and get jailed! 

Thats just the start. Our children deserve better than what they are getting inside this corrupt system. The lawyers 
call it a "Game" 

Lives, our childrens lives and futures are at stake. Its NOT a game. 
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